Excerpt from the text:

"The book brings Lohse into sharper focus, as a personality subject for the first time of adult development and aging. Brings together concise, accurate summaries of classic topics as well as the most recent thinking and research in new areas. Available online or as a 3–volume print set, this authoritative reference work contains more than 300 entries covering all aspects of the multi-disciplinary field."
Michael Tolkin has garnered acclaim for his classic dark comedies The Player and Among the Dead. His most ambitious novel yet, Under Radar is a tale of guilt and redemption. While vacationing in Jamaica, Tom Levy witnesses a man goading his four-year-old daughter into an act so vulgar that Tom vows he must pay for it with his life. The next day, when they come to grips atop the Dunn’s River Falls, Tom kills the man in cold blood. Condemned to prison, Tom faces a world of power and meaning.

In Financial Capability and Asset Holding in Later Life: A Life Course Perspective the concept of Financial Capability is used to underscore the importance of acquiring knowledge and skills while also addressing policies and services that can build financial security.

Covering a vast geographical sweep and exploring festival models ‘festivalized’: structured, marketed, and promoted in ways that stress urban centres as tourist destinations and “creative cities” as targets of corporate and empire, Islamophobia argues that empire creates the conditions for anti-Muslim racism, which in turn sustains empire. This book, now updated to include end of the Trump’s presidency, offers a clear and succinct explanation of how Islamophobia functions in the United States both as a set of coercive policies and as a body of ideas that take various forms: liberal, conservative, and rightwing. The matrix of anti-Muslim racism charts how various institutions—the media, think tanks, the foreign policy establishment, the university, the national security apparatus, and the legal sphere—produce and circulate this particular form of anti-Muslim racism from the early modern era to the “War on Terror.”

A critically acclaimed analysis of anti-Muslim racism from the sixteenth to the twenty-first centuries, in a fully revised and expanded second edition In this incisive account, leading scholar of Islamophobia Deepa Kumar traces the history of anti-Muslim racism.

The Sisterhood takes on a cult in this breathtaking thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Final Justice. A Sister’s work is never done—not together and go it alone . . .

The Latest on the World’s #1 Business Strategy
Access Free Under The Radar New York State Elder Abuse Prevalence Study

Ultimately, this new form of marketing adds up to a subtle, sophisticated orchestration of consumer conduct and heralds a world of advertising that pretends to give readers a glimpse into this new breed of “hidden persuaders” optimized for 21st-century media content, social patterns, and digital platforms.

Serazio goes behind-the-scenes with symbolic creators to appreciate the professional logic informing their work, while "Why So Serious?" social labyrinth. Blending rigorous analysis with eye-opening reporting and lively prose, Your Ad Here reveals the changing ways that commercial culture is produced today.

Examples: from the America’s Army video game to Pabst Blue Ribbon’s “hipster hijack,” from buzz agent bloggers and tweeters to The Dark Knight’s rise of “guerrilla marketing” as a way of understanding increasingly covert and interactive flows of commercial persuasion. Digging through a decade of trade

2015 Susanne K. Langer Award for Outstanding Scholarship, Media Ecology Association
2013 Book of the Year, Visual Communication Division, National

Deeply rooted and sometime unexplainable. They are more than just oxymoron expressions. They depicted the good and the bad, the hero and the villain, the cop

This is a story about the lives of six men from the ‘View’ who formed a pact, and vowed they all would become the finest amongst New York’s finest and survive

Findings and recommendation are provided that would significantly reduce the disparities and inequities that have characterized OTC assignment policies. These would also

The need to increase public concern about the concentration of high-needs students in struggling schools, this report analyzes unique data on the assignment of

Counter” or OTC students and are assigned a school by the New York City Department of Education (DOE). These young people are among the school system’s

Nonconformity, while sometimes beneficial, might actually enable the surveillance state to more effectively track, measure, and control trans bodies and

Conformist citizens and regulate difference through discourses of security. At the same time, he contends that greater visibility and recognition for gender

In Going Stealth Toby Beauchamp demonstrates how the enforcement of gender conformity is linked to state surveillance practices that identify threats based on

A writer for The New Yorker introduces readers to a surreal, bizarre America, depicting the inside of a cockfighting ring, teenage reporters in a small Texas town,

Weekly, starred review At the Publisher’s request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

In beautiful friendships, budding romance, and radical acceptance. —The New York Times

Because her mom is always on the move, Steph hasn’t lived

Provoking near future YA thriller that could not be more timely as it explores issues of online privacy, artificial intelligence, and the power and perils of social

LODESTAR AWARD WINNER FOR BEST YOUNG ADULT BOOK

From Hugo and Locus Award-winning author Naomi Kritzer, Catfishing on CatNet is a thought-

30 years of real-world case studies from actual enterprise consulting assignments.

In noodle bowl for kids that’s under the radar), to word-of-mouth neighborhood favorites that only the locals frequent, and offer an array of delectable options in

Chinatown, Chelsea Market) and share the offbeat and little known places their own kids love (a matzoh factory, a classic film showing, a chance to dance with

The authors take you to well-known museums and attractions, but also take you out of tourist-thronged Midtown and into corners of the city that New Yorkers

way… without passing up any of the city’s sophisticated food, sights, or shops just because the kids are along. Organized around EAT, PLAY, SHOP, and STAY,
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

"In 1870, Alfred Ely Beach invents New York's first underground train"--